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In order to get you started as fast as possible, the C/C++ language is used, making the development time as short as possible. The schematic design is created from scratch, taking care of all defined options from the schematic editor. The schematic editor itself is optimized to take advantage of Windows/WinAPI and is fully multilanguage supportable, with the language choosen at the start of the
project. In order to increase design flexibility, the symbol editor can be set to a proprietary file format with unlimited depth, independent from the format of the schematic file. The netlist editor, being a task manager, generates the compiled code and is also optimized for Windows/WinAPI. Apart from being fast and intuitive, EDWinXP supports all EDA tools like the simulator, the layout engine or
the compiler. Further new features include: a symbolic debugger, advanced PCB layout tools, an advanced part generator, advanced clock and other standard components. PK.gimp.0.3 If you’re interested in GIMP scripting, then you’ve come to the right place. The PK.gimp.0.3 module is a set of scripts that have been developed by Takayuki Sato in order to automate a lot of tasks that the common user
might want to achieve with the GIMP. PK.GNUnet The PK.GNUnet module provides you with an easy interface to the Open Source Software Gnunet. The Gnunet network-share client is a generic distributed network-share software with a number of features like P2P (peer to peer), B2B (business to business) and B2C (business to consumer). There are also a few third party programs like Samba or
Windows File Sharing that depend on Gnunet. PK.RtNl The PK.RtNl module is a new development for the pkCAD. It is a generic network layer that works independent of the protocol in use, thus enabling the usage of a multitude of protocols without any changes to the code. The PK.RtNl protocol is a combination of the TCP/IP and UDP/IP protocols with the added features that are being defined
by the Open Source Software pkrtnet. The PK.RtNl module is being developed by two developers from Germany 82157476af
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